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Abstract 
 
Internet of things (IoT) is the next generation internet technology which connects devices and 
objects intelligently to control data collected by diverse types of sensors, radio frequency 
identification and other physical objects. To address the challenges in IoT such as integrating 
artificial intelligent techniques with IoT concept, developing green IoT technologies and 
combining IoT and cloud computing, various platforms which support reliable and low power 
wireless connectivity are required.  
 
IQRF is a recently developed platform for wireless connectivity. It provides low power, low 
speed, reliable and easy to use wireless connectivity in sub-GHz bands for telemetry and 
industrial control and building automation. The applications are used for scientific knowledge 
in practical purposes, especially in industrial usage. It is extensively non-identical from what 
we are accustomed to nowadays. It has been designed to use IQMESH technology. The purpose 
for IQMESH is to ensure wireless connectivity wherever it is necessary, covering tens of 
hundreds of meters up to several kilometers. 
 
In this master’s thesis, we implemented an IQRF platform-based testbed for IoT related 
application scenarios which can measure various environmental conditions and perform 
required communications. The research work of this thesis is carried out in three directions, 
i.e., single-hop and multi-hop communication for temperature measurements, light intensity 
measurements via integrated light dependent resistors and cloud-based connectivity for IQRF 
sensors.  
 
The work performed in this thesis provides a valuable result because IQRF does not only solve 
problems regarding wireless technology, but it also supports industrial control, remote control 
and cloud control as well. Also, as the devices come with different input/output pins, they are 
easily maneuverable to connect different external sensors to get accurate results. In this thesis, 
the employed research methods, experiments, readings and related discussions have been 
presented accordingly.  
 
Key words: IQRF, IoT, Wireless Sensor Network, Light Dependent Resistor, GSM Gateway, 
IEEE 802.15.4, IQRF Cloud 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
In this chapter an introduction of intelligent connectivity using radio frequency (IQRF) is given 
along with, what to expect from IQRF devices and how does it work, how the communication 
has been made among the nodes and the controllers, how it routes the packets, the operation 
of IQRF, making the connectivity among the devices, how the input/output (I/O) pins in the 
modules can be controlled, how to use the devices through cloud server and so on. 
 
The results which have been obtained through the experimental tests are very much 
widespread. Even though IQRF is an independent device, containing its own power source and 
long-time battery life, it also contains a lot of limitations. The coding has been done in JAVA 
format, but it is not open source. The pre-made coded files are highly encrypted by company 
policy but they contain absolutely no glitches and bugs. General people are not acknowledged 
about IQRF’s existence. After all, with its limitations, IQRF can be a very bright solution for 
low budget wireless connectivity, wherever it is needed. 
 
1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks 
When a group of wireless sensor devices form a network and cooperate to achieve a common 
goal, it is known as wireless sensor networks (WSNs). WSNs mainly uses ad-hoc networking 
because they must rely on wireless connectivity and impulsive formation of networks so that 
the sensed data can be transported wirelessly. These networks are also called dust network. The 
whole network consists of one or several base stations. They gain the data captured by the 
sensors.  
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Figure 1.1: Wireless sensor network [1]. 
Basically, the sensors are deployed in several places, and they are used to monitor and record 
the physical conditions of the environment like temperature, sound, pollution levels, humidity, 
wind and so on. These data then organized and stored at the base station or central station.  
A WSN is built of several hundreds or even thousands of nodes. Here, each node is connected 
to one or sometimes several other nodes. These nodes usually have several parts like 
a radio transceiver equipped with an internal antenna or the connection to an external antenna, 
a microcontroller unit, an energy source which is usually a rechargeable battery and an 
electronic circuit for interfacing them with the sensors and personal computer (PC). These 
nodes might vary in size from that of a shoebox down to the size of a grain of dust. The cost of 
sensor nodes is variable, ranging from a few to hundreds of dollars, depending on the 
complexity of the individual sensor nodes. The sizes and cost limitations on these nodes result 
in limitations on resources such as energy, memory, computational speed and communications 
bandwidth. The topology of the WSNs can vary from a simple star network to an 
advanced multi-hop wireless mesh network. The propagation technique between the hops of 
the network can be routing or flooding [2].  
 
1.2 IEEE 802.15.4 based WSN Standards 
Institute of electrical and electronics engineers (IEEE) 802.15.4 standard was initialized for 
wireless personal area networks (WPANs). WPANS uses the nodes inside a network to carry 
information over short distances. With this standard, it is possible to implement solutions for 
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small, power efficient, inexpensive and a wide range of applications and device types. Some 
key features of 802.15.4 [3] are given below:  
• Data rate of 250 kbps over the air in the 2.4 GHz, industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) 
band.  
• In 2.4 GHz band, 16 independent communication channels.  
• Large networks with connectivity of up to 65534 devices.  
• For accessing the medium, devices use carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance 
(CSMA-CA).  
• Devices use energy detection (ED) [4] for channel selection.  
• With link quality indication (LQI), devices contain the ability to inform the application about 
the quality of the wireless link. 
 
There are two network topologies defined in the 802.15.4 standard, in which both topologies 
use one and only one central device which is known as the personal area network (PAN) 
coordinator. The PAN coordinator is the principal controller of the network. Nowadays low-
power wide area network (LPWAN) is very popular. LPWAN is a wireless wide area 
network technology that interconnects low-bandwidth, battery-powered devices with low bit 
rates over long ranges [5]. 
• Star Network Topology — In such networks, all communication either to or from the PAN 
coordinator. That means communication between non-PAN coordinator devices is not possible 
in this topology. Fig. 1.2 shows a star network topology. 
 
Figure 1.2: Star network topology [6]. 
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• Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Network Topology — In a peer-to-peer network, communication is 
possible between any two devices in the network if they are within range of one another. Fig. 
1.3 demonstrates a peer-to-peer network topology. 
 
Figure 1.3: Peer-to-peer network topology [7]. 
For a device joining an 802.15.4 network, it must subordinate with a device that is already part 
of the network. In a chance, it allows other devices to associate with it. Multiple devices can 
be associated with the same device. The device which has other devices associated with it is 
considered as the coordinator. Through beacon frames, a coordinator provides synchronization 
services to all the devices that are associated with it. In a star network there will be only one 
PAN coordinator, but in a peer-to-peer network, there can be multiple coordinators plus the 
PAN coordinator. 
A network, either star or peer-to-peer can operate in either beacon mode or non-beacon mode. 
In beacon mode, all coordinators within the network transmit synchronization frames to the 
connected devices. All the data transmissions between the coordinator and its connected 
devices happen in the active period following the beacon frame as shown in Fig. 1.4. 
 
Figure 1.4: Beacon frame structure [8]. 
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1.2.1 ZigBee 
One of the communication protocol for wireless personal data networks (WPAN) is Zigbee [9] 
[10]. Very little consumption of power is one of the major advantages of using this protocol. 
For devices that are battery powered and sends data continuously, this protocol is very much 
suitable. This protocol is appropriate for remote controls, alarms, sensors, access controllers, 
automation, etc. These must be a base station or centralized system for these types of devices 
which they will report to. The data packets must be very small for these devices. In remote 
controls of Xbox and PlayStation, ZigBee is used and used widely as a communication protocol 
in different WSNs. 
ZigBee is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and has a range of up to 100m. According to 
the specification, the speed for ZigBee for 78m is specified to a maximum of 250 kbps data 
rate. Networking between ZigBee nodes can be created easily and just like IQRF, there can be 
as many as 65,000 nodes in the network. In Europe, ZigBee uses 16 channels in the ISM 
frequency band 2.4 GHz, and 1 channel at 20 kbps at 868 MHz and in the US, 915 MHz is used 
as well as 2.4 GHz. The communication between ZigBee nodes takes only 30ms, compared to 
3s with Bluetooth. Fig. 1.5 shows a series-2 Zigbee. 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Zigbee series-2 [11]. 
 
Figure 1.6: Wireless HART [12]. 
 
1.2.2 Wireless HART 
Another overwhelming technology for WSNs is Wireless HART. It is based on the highway 
addressable remote transducer protocol (HART) [13]. The HART protocol is basically a hybrid 
analog + digital protocol for industrial automation. The protocol was developed as a multi-
vendor, interoperable wireless standard. Wireless HART was defined for the requirements of 
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process field device networks. The main advantage of this technology is that it can 
communicate over legacy 4-20 mA analog instrumentation current loops. It can also share the 
pair of wiring that has been used by the analog host system. Fig. 1.6 shows a Wireless HART. 
The protocol utilizes a time synchronized, self-organizing, and self-healing mesh architecture. 
The protocol supports operation in the 2.4 GHz ISM band using IEEE 802.15.4 standard 
radios. The underlying wireless technology is based on the work of dust networks'  time 
synchronized mesh protocol (TSMP) technology. The standard was initiated in early 2004 and 
developed by 37 HART communications foundation (HCF) companies including ASEA 
Bwown Boveri (ABB), Emerson, Endress + Hauser, Pepperl + Fuchs, Siemens which form 
WiTECK an open, non-profit membership organization. Their mission is to provide a reliable, 
cost-effective, high-quality portfolio of core enabling system software for industrial wireless 
sensing applications, under a company and platform-neutral umbrella [14]. 
 
1.2.3 6LowPAN 
The short form of internet protocol version 6 (IPv6) over low-power wireless personal area 
networks is known as 6LowPAN [15] [16]. 6LoWPAN is the name of a concluded working 
group in the Internet area of the internet engineering task force (IETF). The 6LoWPAN concept 
is generated from the idea that the Internet Protocol could and should be applied even to the 
smallest devices, and the low-power devices with limited processing capabilities should be able 
to participate in the internet of things [17]. 
For allowing IPv6 packets to be sent and received over IEEE 802.15.4 based networks, 
6LoWPAN group has defined encapsulation and header compression mechanisms. For data 
delivery for local-area networks, metropolitan area networks, and wide-area networks such as 
the internet, IPv4 and IPv6 are the fundamental protocols. Even though IEEE 802.15.4 devices 
have sensing communication-ability in the wireless domain, the inherent natures of the two 
networks though, are quite different. Fig. 1.7 shows the basic architecture for 6LowPAN. 
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Figure 1.7: Basic architecture of 6LowPAN [18]. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
IQRF is a hardback exemplar that is becoming much more popular with research and industries. 
The basic idea of IQRF is that it will connect objects around us to provide smooth 
communication and dependable services within low cost. Development of IQRF makes it 
possible to emerge these devices with different sensors, interact in-between them and co-
operate with each other to make the service better and accessible anytime from anywhere. 
There are so many applications which are supported to IQRF. Home automation, devices 
monitoring, and management of daily tasks are some of the examples for individual users. For 
professionals and industrial usage, telemetry, smart grids, street lighting, smart city. Operations 
with IQRF in industries with sensors and actuators can be efficient and more economical. 
Human touch on many things can be automated through connecting digital and physical objects 
together. Every sector for energy, computing, management, security, transportation is going to 
be benefitted with this new technology. 
Development of several technologies made it possible to control the IQRF through internet. 
Through a gateway, these IQRF nodes can be controlled directly from the cloud server of IQRF. 
IQRF has developed three kinds of gateways for these communications. Wireless fidelity (Wi-
Fi) gateway, global system for mobile communication (GSM) gateway and ethernet gateways 
are the three kinds. All these specially made gateway contains a programmable sensor node 
inside it, which acts as the coordinator. This coordinator is connected wirelessly to all the 
sensor nodes. Wireless sensor technology allows objects to provide real-time environmental 
condition and context. Such smart technologies allow objects to become more intelligent which 
can think and communicate.  
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Nanotechnologies are reducing the size of the chip, including more processing power and 
communication capabilities in a very small chip. Even though IQRF lacks high-speed data 
transmission or long-distance communication but is very low powered, packet-oriented and 
uses semi-static technology. In this paper, analyzing of several required characteristics of IQRF 
for solving problems has been discussed, and investigation of key technical components has 
been considered. We also illustrate the enhanced services of IQRF. 
 
1.4 Research Methodology 
In this thesis, studies have been conducted on IQRF technology as an enabling technology to 
achieve the digital individual – networked concept in IQRF alliance. In this challenge, how to 
perform a cooperation and communication among smart systems and devices is a key question.  
The first attempt was taken to configure IQRF starter kit which consists of various sensor nodes 
and coordinator node. The configuration needs to be done on a PC which has the software 
platform IQRF IDE (Integrated Development Environment).  
Then, the main task will be the test for single-hop and multi-hop communication to check the 
maximum distance of communication corresponding to different transmission power levels by 
using a predefined range test. The experimental results of this test will help us to perform other 
communication scenarios by configuring the required power level for nodes.  
Following the above range test, IQRF devices are configured to measure environmental factors 
such as temperature and humidity at various locations. In addition, external sensors can be 
integrated into the system to measure the light intensity of desired locations which can 
communicate the sensor data with the PC. Interestingly, a GSM gateway can be integrated with 
the system for uploading sensor data to an IQRF cloud. Moreover, we plan to find a way to 
control sensors via some commands assigned in the cloud.  
 
1.5 Thesis Outline   
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.  
Chapter 2, starts with background and related work for IoT. The basic architecture and 
applications of IoT are described. Research directions based on IQRF is also there. 
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From chapter 3, the experimental scenario begins. The first part of this chapter contains 
descriptions of the IQRF modules. The first experiment conducted for this thesis was the range 
test followed by single-hop and multi-hop communication scenarios. The chapter ended with 
the final experiment which is, temperature measurement for single-hop and multi-hop 
communication. 
Light-based experiment begins in chapter 4. The whole chapter contains communication 
between IQRF and light dependent resistor (LDR), the configuration of IQRF module I/O pins, 
network setup, a brief description of LDR, the relation between LUX and Lumen, LUX 
calculation, the relation between LUX and resistance and all the experimental results. The 
major experiments for this thesis are placed in this chapter which is distance-based 
measurement and analysis followed by color testing and effect on the angle of arrival. 
Chapter 5 is mostly the cloud-based testing of IQRF. For conducting these experiments, an 
additional module is required, which is the GSM gateway. All about the gateway is explained 
in this chapter. How the client-server communication is built, and configuration and 
connectivity with the gateway module to IQRF have been described briefly. The major 
experiments for this chapter are temperature measurement and LUX calculation which has been 
conducted solely from the cloud database. 
Chapter 6 is the concluding part. Conclusion, Future work and contributions for this whole 
thesis are explained in this chapter.  
The whole thesis ended with references, followed by an appendix (programming codes and 
datasheets) where data configuration for all the IQRF modules and the programming code is 
revealed.  
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND AND ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES 
 
 
The perception of the IoT has evolved due to merging of multiple technologies like real-time 
systematic, machine learning and embedded systems. This means that traditionally in order to 
authorize IoT, contribution of embedded systems, WSNs, and control system are immense. In 
this chapter, a brief description about concepts of IoT and related works are given.  
  
At the beginning of the year 1982, a discussion occurred considering a network of smart 
devices. The first IoT device was a coke machine which was developed in Carnegie Mellon 
University. It was the first internet connected appliance which was able to report about weather, 
its own inventory, and temperature of coke. In an IEEE spectrum in 1994 a concept was 
described by Reza Raji. The concept was about moving small packets of data to a large set of 
nodes as to integrate and automate everything from home appliances to entire factories. During 
the year 1993 and 1996 companies like Microsoft's at Work or Novell's NEST proposed 
solutions. However, only in 1999, Bill Joyen presented device to device (D2D) communication 
as part of his Six Webs framework at the World Economic Forum. 
In 1999, through the automatic identification (Auto-ID) center at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) and related market-analysis publications, the concept of the IoT became 
popular. Kevin Ashton, one of the founders of the original Auto-ID center, related radio-
frequency identification (RFID) as a prerequisite for the internet of things at that point. Later 
he prefers the phrase internet of things. If all the objects and people in daily life were given 
identifiers, then computers could manage them and store them in its database. Besides using 
RFID, the tagging of things may be achieved through such technologies as near field 
communication, barcodes, quick response (QR) codes, etc.  
A significant change is to extend things from the data generated from devices to objects in the 
physical space. In 2004, a model was proposed for future interconnection environment. The 
model included the concept that the universe consists of a ternary pattern which are the physical 
world, the virtual world, and the mental world. A multi-level reference architecture with the 
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nature and devices at the bottom level followed by the level of the internet, sensor network, 
and mobile network, and intelligent human-machine communities at the top level, which 
supports geographically dispersed users to cooperatively accomplish tasks and solve problems 
by using the network to actively promote the flow of material, energy, techniques, information, 
knowledge, and services in this environment. This thought model envisioned the development 
trend of the internet of things. 
 
Figure 2.1: Applications of Internet of things [19]. 
 
2.1 Introduction to Internet of Things (IoT) 
The internet of things (IoT) is a system which is interrelated to computing devices such as 
vehicles, home appliances and other embedded items with electronics, software, sensors, 
actuators. The network of these devices enables the ability to connect and transfer data over a 
network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction. Each of these 
devices is uniquely identifiable by their own embedded computing system but can inter-operate 
within the existing internet infrastructure. 
Every day the number of IoT devices increase at an exponential rate. The online-capable 
devices increased 31% from 2016 to 8.4 billion in 2017. Experts all over the world estimate 
that the IoT will consist of about 30 billion objects by 2020. It is also estimated that the global 
market value of IoT will reach $7.1 trillion by 2020 [20]. 
Each of the IoT devices contains several sensors which allow them to sense different objects 
which can be controlled further remotely covering existing network infrastructure creating 
chances for more direct integration of the physical world into a computer-based system. Thus, 
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resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy, precision and economic benefit in addition to 
reduced human intervention. When IoT is engaged with sensors and actuators, the technology 
becomes more general to a class of cyber-physical systems, which also encloses technologies 
such as smart homes, intelligent transportation, smart grids, virtual power plants, and smart 
cities. The real-life application of IQRF as an IoT device can be found all over the world, for 
example, 
Budapest – for more than 35k parking slots control, 
Israel – for more than 50k street lights control, 
Czech Republic and Slovakia – more than 30k smart street lights control, 
Mexico – more than 50k shopping mall light control. 
 
Figure 2.2: Internet of things. 
Also, in different places IQRF is being used for industrial hall lighting, heating and cooling, 
oxygen and carbon dioxide (CO2) monitoring, telemetry and temperature control, etc. 
Things part, in the Internet of things refer to the sensing part, which consist wide variety of 
devices such as heart monitoring implants, biochip transponders on farm animals, cameras 
streaming live feeds of wild animals in coastal waters, automobiles with built-in sensors, 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) analysis devices for environmental/food/pathogen monitoring or 
field operation devices that assist firefighters in search and rescue operations. Legal scholars 
suggest regarding things as an inextricable mixture of hardware, software, data and service 
[21]. These devices collect data with the help of various existing technologies and then 
autonomously flow the data between other devices.  
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2.2 Basic Architecture of IoT 
For the architecture for IoT, there is no single general agreement. There are several 
architectures which have been proposed by different researchers. But if we talk about the most 
basic things, then these IoT devices can be categorized into two architectures – three layer and 
five layer [22]. 
Three and Five Layer Architectures: 
The most basic architecture is a three-layer architecture for an IoT device which has been 
showed in Fig. 2.3. It was introduced in the very first stages of research in this area. From the 
figure, we can see that part A has three layers which are application layer, network layer and 
perception layer. Perception layer is the physical layer, which consist of sensors for sensing 
and gathering information about the environment. It senses physical parameters or identifier 
objects in the environment. The network layer is responsible for connecting the devices to other 
smart things such as network devices and servers. Some of its features are also used for 
transmitting and processing sensor data. The application layer is mainly responsible for 
delivering application services to the end user such as smart homes, smart cities, and smart 
health. 
 
Figure 2.3: Basic IoT architectures (Part A – Three layers, Part B – Five layers) [14]. 
  
The three-layer architecture defines the main idea of the internet of things. Even though it is 
not sufficient as research often focuses on finer aspects of the internet of things. That is when 
the five-layer architecture comes in. The five layers are perception, transport, processing, 
application and business layers. Here the role of the perception and application layers remains 
the same as the architecture with three layers. The remaining 3 layers are quite different. 
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The transport layer transfers the sensor data from the perception layer to the processing layer 
and vice versa through networks such as wireless, third generation (3G), local area network 
(LAN), bluetooth, radio frequency indication (RFID), and near-field communication (NFC). 
The processing layer, also known as the middleware layer is responsible for storing, analyzing, 
and processing huge amounts of data that comes from the transport layer. It can manage and 
provide different types of services to the lower layers. It employs many technologies, for 
example, databases, cloud computing and big data processing. The business layer manages the 
whole administrative system of the IoT including applications, business models, profit 
calculations and users’ privacy. 
 
2.3 IoT Application Scenarios 
The applications for IoT devices are massive. At the beginning of 21st century, several 
categorizations have been suggested. Most of them agree on a common base between 
consumer, enterprise, and infrastructure applications. The internet of things is the next stage of 
the information revolution and referenced the inter-connectivity of everything from urban 
transport to medical devices to household appliances is quoted by the former British chancellor 
of the exchequer, George Osborne [23]. 
The IoT devices are mostly very small in size, they are compact and can be embedded in 
networks with limited central processing unit (CPU) capability, memory and power resources. 
That means that IoT finds its way into most of the applications in almost every field. These 
types of systems could oversee collecting information in settings ranging from natural 
ecosystems to building houses and factories.  
As IoT devices can connect to the internet without any hassle, recently most of the household 
appliances are equipped with IoT devices embedded inside it. For instance, intelligent shopping 
systems can monitor users’ purchasing habits by tracking their specific mobile phones or 
computers and can store the information in the small memory they have. Later these users could 
then be provided with special offers on their favorite products or even location of the items that 
they need. 
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Figure 2.4: 10 best applications of IoT [24]. 
The embedded device in the fridge can automatically convey information to the phone to notify 
a user for his/her daily grocery shopping conditions. Also, supplementary examples of sensing 
and actuating are reflected in applications that deal with heat, water, electricity, and energy 
management. Cruise control and assisting transportation systems is a trend in automobiles 
nowadays. Other applications for IoT devices can be enabling smart home security features 
and home automation. There is another new concept internet of living things has been proposed 
to describe networks of biological sensors that could use cloud-based analyses to allow users 
to study DNA or other molecules.  
 
2.4 IQRF Technology 
The IQRF system is designed according to user’s needs for allowing RF wireless connection. 
For executing the defined functionalities of a user, there is a transceiver module which contains 
a microcontroller for controlling the transceiver operations. Originally the IQRF transceiver 
module architecture has two software layers:  
• Built-in basic routines programmed which are provided by the manufacturer. The set of 
functions are called operating system (OS).  
• Application layer exploits routines from the basic layer to customize the module for user-
specific operation.  
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There is no need to compile protocol related routines, just the application is compiled. This 
approach significantly reduces time and development costs [25]. 
For this thesis work, 2 pre-built programmes have been used which are provided in the IQRF 
IDE software for using the modules as coordinator and nodes. They are known as demo 
hardware profiles. They can be uploaded in the modules for doing simple experiments. But for 
further complex experiments, the demo hardware profile is not enough. For this purpose, IQRF 
Alliance has provided the users with general hardware profiles. All the experiments in this 
thesis have been conducted using the general hardware profiles. 
 
2.4.1 IQRF Basic Features  
There is a built-in operating system for the transceiver architecture system using IQMESH 
network protocol. There are several optional direct peripheral access (DPA) layers for an 
application which needs no programming. It has different power modes such as configurable 
extra low power with the sleeping mode. Receiving and routing consumes very low power 
which is about 15µA standard, low power (LP) and extra low power (XLP) are some of the 
low power modes.  
IQRF has independent receiving and transmitting capability with excellent networking, 
containing up to 240 devices and 240 hops in a single network. Every transceiver can work as 
a network coordinator or as a common node. Every node can additionally route on the 
background. Real-time discovery option is also placed in IQRF. This function means that the 
routing paths can found automatically for transparent addressing of randomly placed nodes. 
FRC - fast response command – the fastest network control, management and data aggregation 
are also some of the unique features of IQRF. Bonding (network construction), discovery and 
FRC options can be used with low power modes. 
 
2.4.2 Bonding  
IQRF IDE contains 2 general hardware profiles. One is for the coordinator and the other one is 
for the nodes. There is a set of configuring window called TR configuration. For modifying the 
configuration of the transceivers and the receivers, it is used. The TR configuration contains 
several peripherals for changing the frequency band, channel, wireless programming and so 
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on. The TR configuration and general hardware profiles both need to be uploaded to the 
modules for operating the network properly. The configurations must be same for both the 
transceiver and the receivers. After uploading, the node modules will keep one of their red light 
emitting diodes (LED) blinking for 10 seconds. Which means that the nodes are ready to be 
bonded and the upload was successful. On the other hand, the coordinator is ready to bond the 
nodes. Fig. 2.5 shows that the coordinator is ready and there are no nodes bonded to it.  
 
Figure 2.5: Coordinator is ready to bond nodes, and no nodes are bonded yet. 
 
Now the nodes need to pair with the coordinator. For bonding nodes, the user needs to hit the 
bond node button inside the network manager, and it will start searching for nodes. From the 
node module, hitting the application button will respond to the search message of the 
coordinator, and they will be paired. Upon bonding a node, an orange bullet box up inside the 
matrix glows up. In this way, all the nodes must be bonded within few seconds. There are ways 
of breaking the bonding. Hitting the unbond node, after selecting a node, will break the bonding 
from coordinator side. In this way, the node is unbonded, and the node is aware of this. 
Another way is that the nodes can also be deleted only from the coordinator and in this case, 
the node is not aware of it.  The unbonding part must be done manually. The nodes can also be 
reset by holding the application button and pressing the reset button at the same time. This will 
reset the nodes, and it will start flashing red LED again which means the node is ready to bond 
again. The application button must be released when the green LED stops flashing while 
resetting. This is a crucial part as only 1 second delay can hamper the resetting process and the 
user must repeat the whole process again. Before rebonding a node, the unbond process needs 
to be done properly. Otherwise, it will create problems while rebonding again.  
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2.4.3 Discovery  
For communicating with the network, the discovery button must be pressed. It is an automatic 
procedure which sets up the network topology automatically and is described in the following 
paragraph. 
During discovery operation, the coordinator searches for nodes connected to the network to 
give them unique virtual routing numbers (VRNs), with respect to the distance from the 
coordinator using different power levels, for example, power level 0-7, where 0 is the lowest 
and 7 is the highest power levels respectively. The coordinator starts to search its neighbors by 
sending an answer me message. Nodes responding to the answer me message will receive their 
unique VRNs. This process can also be done automatically.  
There is custom DPA handler called ‘CustomDpaHandler-Autobond’ inside the IQRF starter 
package. The user can upload the ‘CustomDpaHandler-Autobond.c’ file easily to all the nodes 
by compiling them to hex file from IQRF IDE. The nodes will seek for the coordinator's 
searching message and upon finding the message, the nodes will automatically answer and be 
bonded. It can be done manually by pressing the answer me button on every node when the 
coordinator is seeking. When the nodes are bonded and discovered, it can be visible from the 
matrix inside the IQMESH network manager which has been shown in Fig. 2.6. 
 
Figure 2.6: Nodes are bonded with the coordinator (single-hop). 
Dynamic timing is one of the unique features. It helps IQRF with selectable number of hops 
and time slots. It also contains various routing algorithms to fit various topologies. Advanced 
network management tools, remote bonding of nodes to the network, backup (seamless 
replacement of network devices), automated network self-construction results in very low 
implementation cost. 
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2.4.4 IQRF Integrated Development Environment 
IQRF Alliance has provided the users with a PC software for development, debugging, network 
management, service, and maintenance. It contains powerful software environment for Open 
source IQRF software development kit (SDK) for development of devices programmable in C 
or JAVA. There is no license or carrier fees for this software. There are two free design tools 
which are IDE with graphical user interface (GUI) and command line IDE [26]. Both are partly 
similar but different in the way of using. 
IDE with GUI: This is full featured IDE with graphical user interface. It is intended for 
developers requiring interactive project-oriented work, complexity and sophisticated tools for 
design, upload, debug, testing, service, and maintenance. 
Command Line IDE: This is used for transceiver programming running from the command 
line. It is intended for experienced developers to make design process faster and more effective 
or for unskilled operators to speed up and secure the manufacturing. 
 
2.4.5 IQRF-based Research Directions 
Since IQRF is a recently introduced complex communication platform, in its research field, it 
is not able to observe much work. However, in the following, brief discussion of some existing 
work on these topics are given. In [27] the IQMESH protocol is analyzed by highlighting its 
benefits and limitations as well. A case study is performed in [28] for a smart house which has 
IQRF communication platform. Simulations are carried out for a wireless sensor mesh network 
considering both free space and building environment. A similar case study is done in [29] for 
home and industrial automation. Therein, possibilities of using the IQRF communications 
platform in the home automation are discussed. Same authors presented IQMESH protocol, its 
advantages, strengths, also limitations and specific implementations in [30].  
Moreover, various aspects of LPWAN technology coexistence in IoT environment is discussed 
in [31] with respect to IQRF and other frequency distribution LPWAN technologies. A 
measurement study performed in [32] studied the concentration of highly toxic carbon 
monoxide (CO) within the space of waste rock storage. Wireless IQRF technology is used to 
transmit measured concentration.  
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CHAPTER 3 
IQRF IOT TESTBED EXPERIMENTS 
 
 
In this chapter, a brief description about IQRF IoT testbed, how the single and multi-hop 
networks are built and configured, IQRF range test experiment as well as single-hop, multi-
hop and temperature measurement experiments are explained.  All the experiments in this 
thesis have been conducted using the general hardware profiles. 
 
3.1 IQRF IoT Testbed 
This part includes different technological features of IQRF. IQRF Alliance is the manufacturer 
of this testbed. They are also an international community for developers and system integrators 
engaging in different connectivity of IQRF. The experimental package comes with different 
types of devices. The list of devices is given below. 
1. CK-USB-04 - 1 unit. 
2. DK-EVAL-04 - 15 units. 
3. TR-72DA - 14 units. 
4. GW-USB-06 - 1 unit. 
5. USB Charging dock - 2 units. 
6. USB Charger - 1 unit. 
7. USB Charging Cable - 1 unit. 
8. Remote Control - 1 unit. 
A brief description and working principle of these devices are given below [33]. 
 
TR-72DA: TR-72DA is the main radio frequency (RF) transceiver module. It has an operation 
mode in 433MHz, 868 MHz, and 916 MHz ISM band. Although the 433 MHz is reserved in 
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European Union (EU), the 868MHz and the 916 MHz are the main functioning bands. This 
device is highly compact and integrated with a ready-to-use design containing microcontroller 
unit, RF circuitry, low-dropout regulator (LDO), serial electrically erasable programmable 
read-only memory (EEPROM), optional temperature sensor and optional onboard antenna. 
External antenna results in higher RF range. It consumes extremely low power for battery 
powered applications.  
 
Figure 3.1: IQRF TR-72DA [33]. 
 
Figure 3.2: IQRF CK-USB-04 [33]. 
The operating system is specially designed for the built-in microcontroller unit which is inside 
the TR module. It has optional DPA framework which supports programming for fewer 
applications. This TR module is plugged inside the CK-USB-04 device for programming. It 
can be programmed to either to act as a coordinator or a node. The built-in antenna inside this 
device is used for communication. The device is shown in Fig. 3.1. 
CK-USB-04: CK-USB-04 device is shown in Fig. 3.2. IQRF Programming and Debugging are 
done with this device. In-circuit programming support is given to this device. It is also known 
as an IQRF application host. Uploading of coded programs can be done using wired or 
wirelessly. The CK-USB-04 device consists of 2 push buttons including 2 LED indicators 
attached to two buttons of the module. The main power source for this device is the Universal 
Serial Bus (USB) connectivity of the PC. Its firmware can also be upgraded using the IQRF 
software which is known as IQRF IDE. This device is white in color. 
DK-EVAL-04: DK-EVAL-04 is the IQRF’s universal development kit. There are 15 devices 
inside the packaging, and all of them comes in black color. It is used as the host for the IQRF’s 
TR modules. This device contains a battery which is its main power source, and this device is 
completely portable. Like the CK-USB-04 module, this device also contains 2 push buttons, 
but it contains another extra LED which makes it in total of 3 LED indicators. The battery it 
contains can be recharged by a micro USB charging port. The built-in accumulator, guards 
over current flow. DK-EVAL-04 device is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: IQRF DK-EVAL-04 [33]. 
GW-USB-06: A small USB gateway comes with the whole IQRF packaging. This gateway is 
specially intended as an interface between IQRF network and PC. This device comes with an 
internal TR module which can do specific functionalities by software. The main purpose for 
this device is, IQRF – PC interfacing, diagnostic tools and wireless programmer for TR 
modules. Unlike the previous 2 devices, it contains no push buttons but contains 3 LED 
indicators. It has only USB connectivity with no batteries inside it. The internal antenna of this 
device is used for communication. The gateway has been shown in Fig. 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4: IQRF GW-USB-06 [33]. 
Charging Docks: Charging docks can recharge the batteries of five DK-EVAL-04 units 
simultaneously. It provides all the unit with 1 ampere (A) current, and the batteries need around 
3 to 4 hours to recharge fully. The Fig. 3.5 shows the charging dock that IQRF Alliance has 
provided. 
 
Figure 3.5: IQRF Charging Dock. 
Using these IQRF modules, three major experiments are described in chapter 3. Scenario 3A 
is range testing. Scenario 3B and 3C are single-hop and multi-hop experiments respectively. 
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Scenario 3D is temperature measurement of the surrounding, based on the single-hop and 
multi-hop communication. 
 
3.2 Scenario 3A - IQRF Range Test 
The range of IQRF per hop depends on the transmission power for both ends. It has a per-hop 
range up to tens of meters inside buildings and hundreds of meters in free space. It can cover 
up to several kilometers with special arrangements. This experiment was performed with a 
direct line of sight in a windy morning. As it was mentioned before that the devices can perform 
in different transmission power, set by the user. At first, the devices were programmed with a 
simple code. It was programmed to receive and transmit in both ends with a transmission level 
1 to transmission level 7 in an open space (See Fig. 3.6). 
 
Figure 3.6: Transmitter and receiver range test experiment. 
When the devices were powered, and the IQRF transceivers were inserted, they start flashing 
one of the LEDs immediately. Which means that they are directly in range with each other. 
The transceivers were programmed to flash green while sending a packet and blinking red 
while receiving. When they were out of range, only the green LED will flash. The red LED is 
much more visible than the green one. That is why, the transceivers were programmed like this, 
not the other way around. But, depending on the user, it can be changed the other way around 
from the code. So, the transceivers were only sending packets, but they were not receiving 
anything. The results are shown in the Table 3.1. 
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Transmission 
Power 
Approximate Range 
(meters) 
1 1.5 
2 3 
3 6 
4 140 
5 174 
6 229 
7 304 
 
Table 3.1: Range test results. 
 
3.3 Scenario 3B - Single-Hop Communication 
Making applications wireless is very easy with IQRF. IQRF is mainly based on JAVA 
programming. A product running on JAVA programming can easily be integrated with IQRF, 
for example, Arduino or Raspberry Pi. But for this topic, the main concern is how the 
connections are made with each other. Single hop connections between IQRF nodes can be 
made within few minutes. From the IQRF website, the user can download the IQRF starter 
package. 
 
Figure 3.7: No transmission has been executed. 
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Figure 3.8: Transmission has been executed (Red LED blinking in both modules). 
The starter package contains several pre-built experimental coded files. Such files are E01-TX 
and E02-RX which are the transceiver and receiver coding respectively. These codes are simple 
and short. In the appendix part of this thesis, the codes are provided. 
These source codes need to be compiled to get the appropriate hex file. This compilation and 
uploading of the code can be done easily using the IQRF IDE software which IQRF website 
provides. Later the hex file needs to be uploaded to the TR module. There is also another 
important part of the software which needs to be configured properly. It is known as the TR 
configuration. The radio frequency band and channels can be changed in this section. Note that, 
if the TR configuration of a node and a coordinator is not same, the connections cannot be 
made within.  
When the hex file and the TR configurations are uploaded in two nodes, one of them acts as a 
coordinator, and the other one acts as a receiver. It can be shown using the LED indicators in 
the node modules and by using the software’s terminal log. While programming the transmitter 
code, the transmission message and the number of bytes can be changed. After all the 
preparations are made, when the application button on the transceiver is pressed, a package is 
sent to the receiver, and the receiver node receives the package, and it confirms it by blinking 
one of its LEDs. Also, if we see it from the terminal log, we can easily see a transmission 
message has been sent and is being received by the receiver. In this condition, the transmission 
message was ‘Hi Ridwan’. The Fig. 3.7, Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 confirm the experiment. 
 
Nodes confirm 
packet transfer by 
blinking red LED 
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Figure 3.9: Reading transmission message through terminal log. 
 
3.4 Scenario 3C - Multi-Hop Communications 
When a radio frequency communication covers a large area, usually that communication is in 
multi-hop. Several nodes connect to each other for making a large network. In this way, the 
transmission message depends on other nodes which need to work as replays to reach its 
destination. Transmission in communication takes major power drain for long distance 
coverage. Also, the chances of losing communication or packet loss are much higher in this 
case. For these purposes, a multi-hop communication is much effective and energy efficient. 
IQRF mainly uses ad hoc networking. Multi-hop in IQRF doesn’t require any fixed wireless 
infrastructure. The multi-hop requires bonding the nodes with the coordinator. Here, a 
coordinator can either be a TR module, The USB gateway or the GSM gateway. Using the 
IQRF IDE software, the user needs to bond the nodes, and later the discovery mode needs to 
be turned on for searching and activating the bonded nodes. Once the nodes are bonded, they 
can’t be unbonded without the IDE software. Whichever the coordinator is, the IDE software 
is required to bond the nodes. The bonded nodes can be later reset for bonding with another 
coordinator. It means a node can’t be bonded with multiple coordinators without resetting. The 
bonding and discovery functions are described in chapter 2, subsection 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. 
Once the nodes are bonded and discovered, the transmission power can be changed wirelessly. 
Right-clicking in the connected nodes which can be seen from the IDE IQMESH network 
manager will open a window. The user can access the TR configuration of every node from 
there and upon changing the transmission power will automatically be uploaded to that node 
by the coordinator wirelessly. Depending on the transmission power, a user can easily set up 
the multi-hop communication. The dropping position of the nodes creates a topology and 
changing the position of the nodes can change the topology. In Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11, the 
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transmission power of the nodes and the coordinator were set to 0 and placed them in such a 
way so that it gives a network topology with 7 hops. 
 
Figure 3.10: Network topology with 7 hops. 
 
Figure 3.11: Positioning for creating a 7 hops network. 
Placing of nodes 
for creating 7 
hops network 
topology 
The coordinator is 
connected to a PC 
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3.5 Scenario 3D – Temperature Measurements in Single-hop/Multi-hop 
Scenarios 
The whole experiment has been divided into two sub-sections. Single-hop scenario and multi-
hop scenario respectively. 
Single-Hop Scenario 
All the IQRF DK Evaluation Board comes with a built-in temperature sensor. We can use the 
IQRF IDE to measure the surrounding temperature of a DK-EVAL-04 module. First, the TR 
modules need to be programmed and inserted in the modules. Bonding and Discovery are 
necessary for this experiment. 
At the DPA terminal of IQRF IDE, 5 rows needed to be filled to send the proper message which 
will ask the node to send its temperature to the user. The first one is NADR which remarks as 
node address. In here, different nodes can be controlled. It can be done both for single and 
multi-hop networking. For controlling all the nodes at once, the NADR value must be set to 
FFFF. For this experiment NARD value FFFF has been used for asking all the nodes to show 
their surrounding temperature. The second row is PNUM, which is defined as peripheral 
number. Within this row some of the predefined peripherals are placed. For this scenario, the 
peripheral Thermometer was used which remarks as 0A in the PNUM section. All the sections 
needed to be filled with hexadecimal numbers.  
In this case, 0A has been used because it represents the number 10 in decimal and we used 
number 10 peripheral from PNUM part. Each peripheral has a list of commands. It can be 
selected from the third field which is known as PCMD. For this case, PCMD value 00 has been 
used which remarks get temperature. The peripherals can be modified or can be created with 
user's own command using the custom DPA handler codes. This provides flexibility in using 
the IQRF. The forth row is called hardware profile identification (HWPID). This is hardware 
profiles, which defines the group of products a user wants to communicate with. For the 
experiment scenario, it will be left as full broadcast. The fifth row is DATA, using which a user 
can send up to 56 bytes of data. The bytes can be entered in this field.  
For the single hop temperature measurement, underneath values have been used in the DPA 
Terminal. 
NADR - FFFF 
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PNUM - 0A 
PCMD - 00 
HWPID - FFFF 
DATA - No Value 
After setting this value, a user must send the message to all the connected nodes, and the value 
can be seen instantly in the terminal log of IQRF IDE. With the double click on the response 
log, a user can open the packet inspector, where the temperature can be read in Celsius. For 
achieving the high-resolution temperature, it can be done using the last following bytes of the 
packet inspector. They will be in hexadecimal values and can be decoded using the following 
Table 3.2. 
 
Table 3.2: Temperature measuring table [34]. 
Also, there is another way to collect data from all the nodes in the network. FRC is the best 
way to do it. For using FRC, the user must select FRC, which is placed under macros in IQRF 
IDE. Simply by clicking the 1B: Temperature button, this function can be achieved. Fig. 3.12 
shows part of macros FRC. This will fill all the command fields with the necessary command 
and just by hitting send, within less than 1 second, user can get all the data from all the nodes 
inside the network. From the packet inspector, the user can read all the data that has been 
captured by the nodes, which is shown in Fig. 3.13. For experimental purpose, node 7 and node 
8 has been placed in different temperature zones, such as node number 7 has been placed inside 
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a freezer for few minutes and node number 8 has been placed on the top of a heater for 
observing the efficiency of the devices and the results were extremely accurate. 
 
Figure 3.12: Macros FRC – 1B: Temperature. 
 
Figure 3.13: Single-hop temperature measurement. 
 
Multi-Hop Scenario 
For this test, the devices were placed in a multiple hop structure as shown in Fig. 3.14, each of 
them at 1.5m from each other forming a linear topology. In this case, the node 6 were inside in 
a refrigerator and node 7 was placed on the top of a heater for several minutes. 
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Figure 3.14: Nodes placed with linear topology. 
The linear arrangement with the least transmission power (range of 1.5 m) to make sure the 
data must do a multi-hop transit to the coordinator. The results are shown in Fig.3.15, taken 
from packet inspector in the IDE. The temperature measurement procedure is same for single-
hop and multi-hop scenario. 
 
Figure 3.15: Multi-hop temperature measurement. 
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CHAPTER 4 
LIGHT INTENSITY TEST BASED ON IQRF TESTBED 
 
 
IQRF contains the option for connecting external sensors with the DK-EVAL-04 board for 
conducting complex types of experiments. For observing the possibilities, the LDR experiments 
have been conducted. In this chapter, a brief description of LDR, how the devices were 
interconnected, the network construction for LDR, experiments about distance-based 
measurements and effects on the angle of arrival has been discussed. 
 
4.1 IQRF Configuration for Light Intensity Measurements 
The DK-EVAL-04 module of IQRF comes with different I/O pins. The Fig. 4.1 explains the 
pin configuration of the module.  
 
Figure 4.1: DK-EVAL-04 pin configurations [33]. 
This I/O pins can be configured, and different external sensors can be linked with them. In this 
experiment, a GL5528, LDR was connected to the DK-EVAL-04 module. At first, two codes 
“GeneralHWP-Coordinator-STD-SPI-7xD-V223-151023.iqrf” and “GeneralHWP-Node-
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STD-SPI-7xD-V223-151023.iqrf” was uploaded to the TR modules for configuring them as 
coordinator and nodes respectively. These are manufacturer in-build codes and are highly 
encrypted. After that a custom DPA handler, “CustomDpaHandler-UserPeripheral-ADC.c” 
which can be found in the starter package of IQRF needs to be uploaded to the nodes. More 
about custom DPA handlers are explained in A.4 section in appendix part. 
 
Figure 4.2: Connection of GL5528 LDR with IQRF. 
 
Figure 4.3: Connection of LDR with IQRF in 2D resolution. 
This custom DPA handler has been uploaded for modifying the functioning behavior of the 
transceiver beyond that provided by the hardware profile along with the operating system. 
Custom DPA handlers are programmed ‘C’ files which can be later compiled to hex and 
LDR sensor 
Node is 
connected to 
LDR sensor 
Coordinator 
is connected 
to a PC 
LDR sensor 
Resistor 
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uploaded to the TR modules. A resistor is needed with the LDR sensor for better range of 
readings. The connections are shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 respectively. 
 
4.1.1 Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) 
LDR, also known as light dependent resistor is a component which has a variable resistance 
that changes with the intensity of light that falls upon it. Here, light intensity refers to the 
strength of light, produced by a specific lighting source. It is the measure of the wavelength-
weighted power emitted by a light source and varies depending on the lighting source. There 
are specific high and low light intensity fixtures, lamps, and bulbs for experiments. For 
example, high-intensity discharge lamps emit a high light intensity, while fluorescent lamps 
are considered a cool or low-intensity light source. The unit for light intensity is called LUX. 
Lux is the unit of illuminance which is equal to 1 Lumen per square meter. Lumen is the 
international SI unit for luminous flux, a measure of the total quantity of visible light emitted 
by a source [35]. The relationship between Lumen and LUX has been demonstrated in Fig. 4.4 
 
Figure 4.4: Relationship of Lumen and LUX [35]. 
Every light source contains a color temperature. It is one of the characteristics of visible light. 
This color temperature has different applications for lighting, photography, videography, 
publishing, manufacturing and many more. The unit for this color temperature is Kalvin (K). 
For experimental purpose, 2700K color temperature room lights have been used. Fig. 4.5 shows 
different color temperature lighting.  
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Figure 4.5: Different color temperature lights [36]. 
LDR is mostly used in the light sensing circuit. The main working principle of an LDR is very 
similar to a resistor, but its resistance depends on the lighting. When light falls over it, the 
resistance reduces gradually, but at the dark time the resistance keeps increasing up to a certain 
point. The resistance of an LDR may typically have the following resistances: 
Bright Light  = 150Ω 
Darkness  = 20000000Ω 
 
Fig. 4.6 shows a curve how the resistance of an LDR when its exposed to lighting. Examining 
the Table 4.1, it can be observed that the LUX value decreased when the resistance value 
increases. So, it is proved that the LUX value shows an inverse relationship with the resistance 
value. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Resistance vs. Light intensity. 
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Lamp Distance LUX Ohm 
9cm 3072.125 179 
10cm 2640.125 193 
11cm 2320.125 211 
12cm 1952.125 222 
13cm 1584.125 239 
14cm 1360.125 249 
 
Table 4.1: Results of resistance vs LUX value. 
 
 
4.1.2 Network Setup and LUX Calculation 
The C1 pin of DK-EVAL-04 module was used as input PORTA.0. This pin needs to be 
activated by sending a simple command from the DPA Test terminal of the IQRF IDE. The 
command’s configuration should be as following, 
NADR = 0001, PNUM = 09, PCMD = 00, HWPID = FFFF, Data = 00.01.01. 
More details have been described in Scenario 3B – Single-Hop Communication. In this way, 
the user can activate the C1 pin to act as an input for the LDR data.  
After that, the user needs to configure the C1 pin in such a way, so that it can show its status 
and deliver the data to the IQRF packet inspector window according to the uploaded custom 
DPA handler. For doing this, the user needs to send another command to the module. The 
corresponding configuration should be as following, 
NADR=0x0001, PNUM=0x21, PCMD=0x00, HWPID=0xFFFF 
Now, the device is ready to take LDR reading and deliver it to the packet inspector window of 
the IQRF IDE, as a hexadecimal number. The user needs to set up the combined circuit and the 
IQRF module to the desired lighting position, and upon hitting the send button from IQRF IDE, 
the user can see the light intensity value in the screen in hexadecimal value. See Fig. 4.7 for 
reference. From the figure, it is observed that the values are given in hexadecimal and in two 
different parts. Part number 0 is representing the MS Bytes, and part number 1 is representing 
the LS Bytes. From Table 4.2, the user can calculate the high-resolution values of light 
intensity. 
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Figure 4.7: Light intensity value in hexadecimal. 
 
Table 4.2: LDR calculation table. 
 
Calculation of Light Intensity Value (LUX) 
From Fig. 4.7, we can see that the MS and LS bytes are FC and 03 respectively. The values in 
decimal which are 252 and 03 are there only for noticing the value change for light intensity. 
It is hard to convert a hexadecimal number to find the decimal value every time. For this reason, 
the decimal conversion is there. If the intensity of the light is higher, the hexadecimal numbers 
will be revealed in a higher form giving the user a higher decimal value and vice versa if the 
intensity value is low.  
To get the actual intensity value, the user must convert the hexadecimal number to binary. 
Otherwise, the values cannot be put in the LDR calculation table.  For example, in the above 
case, the hexadecimal numbers are FC and 03. Converting them into binary becomes: 
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F – 1 1 1 1 
C – 1 1 0 0 
0 – 0 0 0 0  
3 – 0 0 1 1  
In this way, the user gets a 16-bit value. Now, these bits need to be put in the table to get the 
actual light intensity. After putting the values to their corresponding places, the user needs to 
add the whole thing. The whole calculation is shown below. 
(2^11*1) + (2^10*1) + (2^9*1) + (2^8*1) + (2^7*1) + (2^6*1) + (2^5*0) + (2^4*0) + (2^3*0) 
+ (2^2*0) + (2^1*0) + (2^0*0) + (2^-1*0) + (2^-0*0) + (2^-3*1) + (2^-4*1) =  
2048 + 1024 + 512 + 256 + 128 + 64+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0.125 + .0625 = 
4032.1875 LUX. 
So, the light intensity value for FC 03 is 4032.1875 LUX. 
 
4.2 Scenario 4A – Distance-based Measurement and Analysis 
For this scenario, a table lamp has been used along with the IQRF and LDR circuitry. At first, 
the distance between the LDR and the light source has been moved horizontally for finding the 
lighting intensity, keeping the LDR position fixed. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 
4.8. The light intensity vs. light source position is given in Table 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.8: Increasing distance between light source and LDR. 
 
LDR Light 
source 
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 Distance from Light 
(cm) 
Lux in Hex Lux in Binary Lux in Decimal 
12 CF 00 1100 1111 0000 0000 3312 
15 A9 00 1010 1001 0000 0000 2704 
16 8D 00 1000 1101 0000 0000 2256 
17.5 6E 00 0110 1110 0000 0000 1760 
19.5 51 00 0101 0001 0000 0000 1296 
21 33 00 0011 0011 0000 0000 816 
23 12 00 0001 0010 0000 0000 288 
26 FA 00 1111 1010 0000 0000 4000 
30 DB 00 1101 1011 0000 0000 3504 
32 BF 00 1011 1111 0000 0000 3056 
 
Table 4.3: Experiment result for light intensity vs. lighting position. 
From the results presented in Table 4.3, it can be observed that the intensity of the light differs 
when the light source is moving. A graphical representation of the above table is shown in Fig. 
4.9. The sudden increase of the intensity value from the graphical figure and the table has been 
explained in the comment section of Table 4.6 
 
Figure 4.9: Graphical representation of Table 4.3. 
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Color Testing 
For color testing, 5 different color LED has been used. See Fig. 4.10 for reference. For this 
experiment, the LDR position was fixed, and the LEDs were moved vertically. The results we 
obtained from this experiment has been given in Table 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.10: Color testing with different colored LEDs. 
Distance 
(cm) 
Red Led 
(LUX) 
Green 
Led 
(LUX) 
Yellow 
Led 
(LUX) 
Blue Led 
(LUX) 
White 
Led 
(LUX) 
3.5 3152 3104 2448 3536 1472 
4 2000 1664 1984 2896 1344 
4.5 1712 1168 2176 2048 2912 
5 1296 912 1584 1600 1712 
5.5 1632 672 1440 1296 3440 
6 1216 544 1200 992 2512 
6.5 992 432 864 864 2416 
7 784 416 816 816 2272 
7.5 880 336 704 672 1616 
8 736 384 672 656 1360 
8.5 720 288 576 656 1296 
9 624 352 448 640 1040 
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9.5 512 256 384 608 1120 
10 416 256 464 480 896 
 
Table 4.4: Experiment results for different color sources. 
From this experiment, it can be concluded that LDR cannot recognize colors. It gives readings 
based on the brightness of the light source. A graphical representation of the above table is 
shown in Fig. 4.11. From Fig. 4.11, we can see that white color LED gives the highest readings 
as it is the brightest followed by blue, red, yellow and green. For this experiment, the same 
power source was used for all the LEDs. 
 
Figure 4.11: Graphical representation of Table 4.4. 
 
4.3 Scenario 4B – Effect on Angle of Arrival 
The angle of arrival (AoA) of a light measurement is a method for determining the direction of 
wavelength of a light source. For this experiment, LDR sensor has been used along with the 
IQRF to determine the angle of arrival, of a light source. We determined the angle using cosine 
equation. From trigonometry functions, we know that cosine of an angle is equal to 
𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝐻𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
 of a right triangle. See Fig. 4.12 for reference. 
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Figure 4.12: Cosine equation. 
For measuring the adjacent and hypotenuse, the LDR sensor has been placed in the middle of 
a protractor printed in a paper. This will help to know the angle of the lighting position as well. 
Fig. 4.13 explains how the experiment has been conducted. 
 
Figure 4.13: Conducting the angle of arrival experiment. 
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By keeping the LDR position fixed, the light source has been moved in a horizontal direction. 
The measurements were gathered very accurately. The whole experiment was divided into two 
sub-categories. First, keeping the adjacent and hypotenuse distance same but changing the 
angle of light source. Second, horizontally moving the light source, resulting in both adjacent 
and hypotenuse change. Both are explained below. 
 
Fixed Adjacent and Hypotenuse Distance with Changing Angle 
As mentioned, the LDR was in the middle of a protractor, and the angle was changed. See Fig. 
4.14 for reference 
 
Figure 4.14: Fixed distance with changing angle. 
As seen from Fig. 4.14, the position of light source was changed position keeping the adjacent 
and hypotenuse distance same very accurately. The results acquired from this experiment are 
given in Table 4.5. 
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Angle of Light 
(degree) 
Adjacent Distance 
(cm) 
Hypotenuse Distance 
(cm) 
Angle of 
Arrival 
(degree) 
0 45.72 55.88 35.09 
20 45.72 55.88 35.09 
40 45.72 55.88 35.09 
60 45.72 55.88 35.09 
80 45.72 55.88 35.09 
100 45.72 55.88 35.09 
120 45.72 55.88 35.09 
140 45.72 55.88 35.09 
160 45.72 55.88 35.09 
180 45.72 55.88 35.09 
200 45.72 55.88 35.09 
 
Table 4.5: Experiment result with fixed adjacent and hypotenuse distance with changing light 
source angle. 
From the results, it can be observed that when the adjacent and hypotenuse distance along with 
the LDR position is fixed, the angle of arrival, of light will be same for all angles.  
 
Moving the Light Source in a Horizontal Direction 
For this experiment, the LDR was fixed in a position, and the light source was moved 
horizontally. See Fig. 4.15 for reference. 
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Figure 4.15: Moving the light source horizontally. 
 
Table 4.6 shows the result for this experiment. 
Hypotenuse 
Distance (cm) 
Adjacent Distance 
(cm) 
LUX in 
Decimal 
Angle of Arrival 
(degree) 
22 12 3312 56.94 
24 15 2704 51.32 
25 16 2256 50.21 
26 17.5 1760 47.69 
27 19.5 1296 43.76 
28.5 21 816 42.54 
30 23  288 39.94 
32 26 4000 35.66 
33 30 3504 24.62 
34.5 32 3056 21.95 
 
Table 4.6: Experiment result when light source is moved horizontally. 
 
LDR 
Light 
source 
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From the results, it can be observed that when the light source is changing position horizontally, 
the intensity and the angle of arrival changes. But at one point, the light intensity value rises 
again. So, in conclusion, it can be said that when the light source is at 35.66 degrees angular 
position with the LDR sensor, the intensity will be highest.  
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 CHAPTER 5 
CLOUD-BASED TESTBED FOR IQRF SENSORS 
 
 
IQRF is also compatible with cloud servers. IQRF Alliance has made a cloud server 
https://cloud.iqrf.org [37] 
Using the cloud server, is it possible to control the IQRF nodes. But for this, a gateway is 
needed. To interface between IQRF network and other networks such as cellular systems, 
gateway allows connection to the internet and allowing remote monitoring, data collection, 
and control of devices in IQRF Network. IQRF alliance has provided the users with three types 
of gateways. For experimental purpose, a GSM gateway has been used. This chapter contains 
a brief discussion about the client-server type of communication, How the network is 
configured, the configuration of gateway and connectivity, temperature and intensity 
measurements using the cloud server.   
 
5.1 Client-server Type of Communication 
Fig. 5.1 shows the working principle of IQRF cloud service. The most demanded internet 
connectivity by the remote gateway is possible in IQRF via the cloud. IQRF cloud is a server, 
providing plug and play service worldwide to access end devices by high-level methods which 
the users are used to such as application program interface (API) and web interfaces, database, 
etc.  
The basic communication component for the experiments is a TR-72DA RF transceiver. The 
microcontroller unit inside it is equipped with IQRF operating system, implementing wireless 
communication, mesh networking and a lot of other functionalities. IQRF designed gateways 
with such kind of devices implemented inside it.  
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Figure 5.1: IQRF cloud service [33]. 
IQRF designed with 3 kinds of gateways which are Wi-Fi, GSM, and Ethernet gateways. All 
the gateways are equipped with a TR-72DA transceiver unit inside it. The transceiver unit 
maintains all the communication with the node modules while the gateway uses internet 
connectivity to maintain the communication with the IQRF cloud. Basically, the gateway needs 
to be configured through IQRF IDE first. For these experiments, a GSM gateway GW-GSM-
02A have been used. Fig. 5.2 shows the gateway.  
 
Figure 5.2: IQRF GSM gateway GW-GSM-02A [33]. 
When user sends a command from the cloud, the command first goes to the IQRF server which 
is located in Czech Republic. From the server, the command is uploaded to the gateway. 
Clearly, the gateway needs an active SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card with internet 
connectivity to acquire the command from the server. The gateway then delivers the command 
and informs the TR module inside it to act accordingly. For example, there are 5 nodes 
connected to the TR module of the gateway. These nodes can be connected either in single-hop 
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or in multi-hop communication mode. Node number 1 has been asked to give its surrounding 
temperature. So, the message will be conveyed to node number 1, and the node will comply 
accordingly and send the data to the TR module of the gateway. The TR module will then send 
the response to the gateway and the gateway uploads the response in IQRF cloud. The user can 
see the data from the cloud server. This whole process can be done in less than 10 seconds. 
User can set up the timing while configuring the gateway through IQRF IDE. The minimum 
timing for the whole process cannot be lesser than 10 seconds, but the user can increase the 
timing.  
 
5.2 Latency Requirement of Narrowband IoT  
In this section, we briefly consider requirements of the 3GPP Rel-13 narrowband system, 
named Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT) to show that the performance of the cloud-
based IQRF testbed can confirm the latency requirements of IoT applications. NB-IoT is a new 
radio access system built from existing LTE functionalities. Ultra-low complexity devices to 
support IoT applications, improved indoor coverage of 20 dB, support of a massive number of 
low-throughput devices, improved power efficiency and exception report latency of 10 seconds 
or less are main performance objectives of NB-IoT [38]. In [39] it is stated that the latency of 
10 seconds or less is the target for 99% devices [39] is required. Therefore, in this study, the 
cloud-based control process latency is well under the stated goal of 10 seconds in IoT. 
 
5.3 IQRF Configuration for GSM Gateway and Connectivity 
Upon connection, the IQRF IDE recognizes the gateway, and it shows the connected device in 
the left corner side of the IQRF IDE (See Fig. 5.3 for reference). Then using the IQMESH 
network manager of IQRF IDE, user needs to bond the nodes with the TR module inside the 
gateway. (See Fig. 5.4 for reference).  
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Figure 5.3: Gateway GW-GSM-02A is connected to IQRF IDE. 
 
 
Figure 5.4: With IQMESH network manager, nodes are bonded to the built-in TR module of 
the gateway. 
After all the nodes are bonded, it is required to configure the access point of the SIM card to 
the gateway. Note that the access point name (APN) of the SIM card must be confirmed, to get 
proper connectivity. Only after connecting to a proper gateway from IQRF, the GW Tool 
section of IQRF IDE can be accessed.  
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Therein, a user can check and modify basic things such as the gateway status, firmware version, 
received signal strength indicator (RSSI), response time, the access point, IP address, etc. In 
that window, the user can also find the gateway ID, which is very important because after 
logging in to IQRF cloud, the user needs to put the gateway ID over there for the server to 
recognize the connected gateway. Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 shows the GW Tool section of IQRF 
IDE. For these experiments, a SIM card from One call, which is a part of the Telia Norge AS 
telecom company in Norway, has been used with the APN ‘internet’. 
 
Figure 5.5: ‘GW Tool’ section of IQRF IDE – Status window. 
 
Figure 5.6: ‘GW Tool’ section of IQRF IDE – Basic Window. 
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After configuring the gateway with IQRF IDE, the user can log in to cloud service from 
https://cloud.iqrf.org [37]. The user will be asked to register with a valid email address. After 
registration, a window will appear asking for the gateway ID. How to get the gateway ID, has 
been described in the previous paragraph. 
Now the user can send command directly from the cloud server. There is a link View data/Send 
Command under the data part of the cloud window. Clicking that a new window will appear 
where the user can see all the commands and responses which has been sent and received from 
the gateway. The process is shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8. 
 
Figure 5.7: IQRF cloud window after logging in. 
 
Figure 5.8: IQRF cloud command sending and response reviewing. 
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From Fig. 5.8, we can observe that the command has been sent and has received by the gateway 
and for sending new commands, the user needs to click the Send the command to the gate link. 
The new window will be shown in Fig. 5.9. The command to the gateway needs to be sent in 
the hexadecimal form. In the data section, the user needs to insert the correct commands. The 
command in Fig. 5.8, is asking node number 1 to give its surrounding temperature value of the 
corresponding location. The whole command is described below. 
 
Figure 5.9: IQRF command sending terminal. 
The digits in the Data box is the command for asking node number 1 to illustrate its 
surrounding temperature. The command is in hexadecimal and is described underneath. 
1st and 2nd Digits (01.00) – The first 2 columns are used to call up the nodes. Basically, these 
are the node addressing. Setting up 01.00 will call up the node number 1 in the network. 
3rd Digits (0A) – Every node comes with a list of predefined peripherals. The commands for 
these peripherals can be accessed from this section. Fig. 5.10 shows the list of commands. Here 
putting the number ‘00’ will select the peripheral coordinator from the list. Likewise, putting 
01, 02, 03, 04 will select node, OS, EEPROM, EEEPROM respectively. In this way, ‘0A’ will 
set the peripheral thermometer.  
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Figure 5.10: Predefined peripherals. 
4th Digit (00) – All the peripheral in the above list has some predefined commands. For 
example, putting the number ‘00’ will ask the thermometer peripheral to get the temperature. 
Fig. 5.11 confirms the statement. 
 
Figure 5.11: Predefined commands. 
5th and 6th Digits (FF.FF): Inside and IQRF network there can be several devices connected. 
They are known as hardware profiles. There are some predefined hardware profiles which can 
be accessed from this section of the command line as shown in Fig. 5.12. 
 
Figure 5.12: Predefined hardware profiles. 
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Now, for sending extensive commands, the user can put them after finishing up the main 
command lines just like the mentioned way. The user also needs to put the gateway password, 
in this case, the built-in password ‘iqrf’ has been used. The user can also change the password 
from the GW Tool section. After finishing the above instruction, the user needs to hit the impose 
button for sending the command to the gateway and the nodes will comply accordingly. See 
Fig. 5.13 for sent and received commands. 
 
Figure 5.13: Sent and received commands from cloud server. 
 
5.4 Scenario 5A – IoT Setup for Temperature Measurements 
From Fig. 5.13, a command in hexadecimal number was sent, and we received 2 separate 
responses which are also in hexadecimal form under the data section of the cloud window. 
Decoding this response, the user can easily find out the temperature. The first response contains 
the temperature reading. The respond command containing the number ’19’ is the temperature 
header in hexadecimal. Converting ‘19’ into decimal gives us the number ‘25’. See Fig. 5.14 
for reference. So, the surrounding temperature of node number 1 was 25 degrees. 
 
Figure 5.14: Conversion of hexadecimal to decimal (Temperature). 
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5.5 Scenario 5B – IoT Setup for LDR Measurements 
With a GSM gateway, it is also possible to operate the IQRF and LDR circuitry from the cloud. 
In this section, the calculation procedure of readings will be shown. 
For collecting the data from the LDR circuit, the C1 pin of the DK-EVAL-04 module needs to 
be activated using a command in hexadecimal number. After that, another command needs to 
be sent for asking the C1 pin to reveal the data to the cloud interface. The below commands 
are sent respectively. 
01.00.09.00.FF.FF.00.01.01 
01.00.21.00.FF.FF 
The first command is for activating the C1 pin and the second command is sent for asking the 
C1 pin to reveal the command in the cloud window. For experimental purpose, node number 1 
is asked to reveal the light intensity value of its surrounding. After sending the commands, the 
user will get a reply from the C1 pin in hexadecimal. The reply message is shown below. 
01.00.21.80.0F.00.00.3D.95.02 
From this message, the last two positions are representing the light intensity value in 
hexadecimal which is 95 and 02. These are the MS and LS bytes respectively. Later these 
hexadecimal values need to be converted into decimal and calculating using the intensity 
measurement table for getting the actual decimal values of lighting intensity. The whole 
procedure has been explained in subsection 4.1.2 in chapter 4. The real-life experiment results 
are shown in Fig. 5.15. 
 
Figure 5.15: Light intensity values in cloud server window. 
From Fig 5.15 we can also observe that the commands sent from the cloud and received by the 
gateway have been represented by Tx and Rx respectively. A Confirmed message is displayed 
when the command is transmitted successfully.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This is the concluding chapter of this thesis. In this chapter conclusion, contributions and 
future work have been discussed. In the conclusion part, why IQRF is better is better than other 
devices as well as the uniqueness of IQRF have been described. In contribution part, the 
summary of contribution of this thesis has been defined. The future work will contain the parts 
which have not been covered in this thesis. 
  
6.1 Conclusions 
IQRF platform meet their objective which is an easy-to-merge radio frequency transceivers 
and receivers to form a strong WSN. It has custom DPA handler with many ready to use codes 
provided by the manufacturer, that makes the device plug and play to any kind of sensor and 
establish a communication to a WSN. 
It has different kinds of modes where most of the functionalities can be switched off. The IQRF 
have different sleeping modes with low power and ultra-low power configuration for receiving 
and transmitting mode, reducing the use of the battery power significantly. The IQRF modules 
used for this thesis does not contain any external antennas. Still, in comparison with some other 
devices like ZigBee, IQRF range is greater. The built-in antenna gives a great coverage. It is 
possible to achieve even higher range, using a transceiver module with built-in printed circuit 
board (PCB) with an external antenna provided by the vendor. 
One of the strongest features of IQRF is to build a strong network structure supporting a high 
number of nodes that IQRF manufacturer provide the users. Nowadays, the increasing amount 
of interconnection between devices is more demanded by the industry and end users. Thus, 
IQRF is a great solution to that. Discussing about limitations, IQRF has fixed low bit rate. But, 
it also makes it easier to expand the network and collect data from large number of nodes in a 
short time. It may not be suitable for many applications, but this is the trade-off this company 
has bet for. This technology can contribute around IoT due to the connection of the nodes to 
the internet via a node working as a gateway. 
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IQRF DDC-SE-01 module contains four kinds of sensors which are Dallas 1-wire temperature 
sensor, LDR sensor, potentiometer and LDO regulator sensors. For this thesis, that module was 
not used. This kind of modules needs to be connected to a DK-EVAL-04 module. All these 
sensors can also be merged externally and the results they will stretch will be accurate. The 
result from the temperature sensor was much more accurate as they were placed in places like 
inside a fridge or on the top of a heater. Later those temperatures were measured with external 
thermometers, and the results were the same. Moreover, IQRF was providing high-resolution 
data which is not possible for an external thermometer. The LDR and cloud-based experiments 
were also accurate as for the light intensity measurement experiment, both technologies 
provided the same kinds of results. Finally, it can be said that using IQRF, a lot of experiments 
are possible, and they can have very reliable data processing. 
These experiments, e.g., light intensity measurement and angle of arrival determination can be 
used for indoor localization. Data (intensity of light, the angle of arrival, sensor temperature, 
etc.) collected from IoT devices using the IQRF cloud can be used for further post-processing 
(for data analytics). 
 
6.2 Contributions 
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
• Mainly, this thesis investigates the applicability of IQRF technology as a promising 
technique for the future IoT networks. Regarding this, we set up real-life testbeds to 
collect environmental factors such as temperature by using the in-built temperature 
sensors. Therein, we investigate on how to connect IQRF sensors in a multi-hop manner 
to extend the connectivity of a sensor network with low power devices.  
• Despite of having built-in sensors, additional LDR sensor has been merged externally 
for experimenting the accuracy, effectiveness, and possibility of IQRF. With the help 
of LDR sensor, the light intensity of the surrounding and angle of arrival of a light 
source can be measured very accurately which can be later used for indoor localization 
program. 
• In addition, GSM gateway is studied and used to build a connectivity interface between 
IQRF devices and the rest of the world. Therein, the most demanded gateway function 
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which is to collect events and data is tested, and an arrangement which can access sensor 
data and control them from internet via IQRF cloud is set up. 
 
6.3 Future Work 
Since the gateway was ordered additionally, it took some time to arrive from the manufacturer. 
Therefore, some advanced functionalities of the gateway could not be tested completely. But 
all the functionalities that could be done using a coordinator, connected to a PC, can be done 
using the gateway. Almost all the features can be covered from the cloud server. 
For short-term experimental purpose, only one external LDR sensor was merged with IQRF 
module. But other sensors like external relay, digital input button, hall sensors, motion 
detectors, etc. can be easily be connected to IQRF DK-EVAL-04 module and can be operated 
either from coordinator or from the cloud server. Remote switching for devices is also possible.  
Home automation has already been implemented using IQRF, but the applications can be 
further improved for more accuracy and efficiency. IQRF can also be merged with 3rd party 
devices like Raspberry Pi and Arduino using MQTT and JSON protocols. It can be also used 
from any 3rd party cloud server, not only from the one IQRF has provided. 
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Appendix A - IQRF Program Codes 
 
A.1 Code for E01-TX: 
The E01-TX is a simple transmitter code. This code makes the TR module work as a transmitter 
and upon pressing the application button in the DK-EVAL-04 module, a packet is transmitted. 
The transmission of a packet is confirmed by the TR module by blinking its red LED. 
 
void APPLICATION()               
{ 
appInfo();     
    copyBufferINFO2RF(); 
 
    while (1) 
    { 
  sleepWOC(); 
  
        if (buttonPressed) 
        { 
 pulseLEDR(); 
            PIN = 0; 
            DLEN = 10; 
            RFTXpacket(); 
            waitDelay(25); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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A.2 Code for E02-RX: 
E02-RX is a simple receiver code. This makes the TR module to act as a receiver. It keeps 
searching for transmitted packets and upon capturing a packet from the transmitter, the TR 
module also blinks its red LED for confirming the delivery. 
 
void APPLICATION() 
{ 
 enableSPI(); 
    while (1) 
    { 
        if (RFRXpacket()) 
        { 
 pulseLEDR(); 
            copyBufferRF2COM(); 
            startSPI(DLEN); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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A.3 Code for CustomDpaHandler-Autobond: 
CustomDpaHandler-Autobond is a code that make the nodes to bond with the coordinator 
automatically. CuatomDpaHandler is an optional service for the IQRF modules. If the custom 
dpa handler is enabled inside a node, it can do additional features.  Initially bonding must be 
done manually but uploading this custom dpa handler makes the bonding automatic. It basically 
makes the node answer the ‘answer me' message sent by the coordinator while bonding. 
 
bit CustomDpaHandler() 
{ 
    clrwdt(); 
     switch ( GetDpaEvent() ) 
  { 
DpaHandleReturnTRUE: 
   return TRUE; 
  case DpaEvent_Reset: 
    if ( !amIBonded() ) 
   { 
  pulsingLEDG(); 
  waitDelay( 200 ); 
  stopLEDG(); 
  moduleInfo(); 
  rand = bufferINFO[0]; 
  if ( rand == 0 ) 
    rand.0 = 1; 
  uns8 gapSize = 1; 
  for ( ;; ) 
  {   
    waitMS( Rand() ); 
    pulseLEDG(); 
    uns8 loop = 200; 
    do 
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    { 
   Rand(); 
   waitMS( 1 ); 
   if ( wasRFICrestarted() ) 
     DpaApiSetRfDefaults(); 
    } while ( !checkRF( 20 ) && --loop != 0 ); 
    if ( loop == 0 ) 
    { 
   pulseLEDR(); 
   bondRequestAdvanced(); 
    } 
    if ( amIBonded() ) 
    { 
   NodeWasBonded = TRUE; 
   _LEDG = 1; 
   waitDelay( 25 ); 
   stopLEDG();  
   goto DpaHandleReturnTRUE; 
    } 
    loop = gapSize; 
    uns8 rndTime = ( Rand() & 0b11111 ) + 10; 
    do 
    { 
   waitMS( rndTime ); 
    } while ( --loop != 0 ); 
    Carry = 1; 
    gapSize = rl( gapSize ); 
  } 
   } 
   break; 
  } 
  return FALSE; 
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} 
uns8 Rand() 
{ 
  rand = lsr( rand ); 
  W = 0b10111000; // x^8 + x^6 + x^5 + x^4 + 1 
  if ( Carry ) 
 rand ^= W; 
 
  return rand; 
} 
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A.4 Code for CustomDpaHandler-UserPheripheral-ADC: 
CustomDpaHandler-UserPheripheral-ADC is the code for giving the TR modules with extra 
capability with analog to digital conversion. As seen from section 5.2, the predefined peripheral 
part contains extra peripherals for giving the IQRF modules more support. Peripheral number 
20 and 21 needs to be enabled externally by uploading this code. Peripheral number 20 and 21 
will assist the DK-EVAL-04 module with enabling C1 and C5 pin respectively. Any external 
sensor connected to these pins will be returned with 2 bytes of data. For this thesis, when the 
LDR sensor was merged with the IQRF module, the peripheral number 21 needed to be 
activated as the LDR was connected to the C1 pin of the DK-EVAL-04 module. 
 
bit CustomDpaHandler() 
{ 
  clrwdt(); 
  switch ( GetDpaEvent() ) 
  {  
 case DpaEvent_Interrupt: 
  
DpaHandleReturnTRUE: 
   return TRUE;  
 case DpaEvent_Init:   
   TRISA.5 = 1; 
   TRISC.6 = 1; 
   TRISB.4 = 1; 
   break; 
  
 case DpaEvent_DpaRequest:  
   if ( IsDpaEnumPeripheralsRequest() ) 
   {   
  _DpaMessage.EnumPeripheralsAnswer.UserPerNr = 2; 
  FlagUserPer( _DpaMessage.EnumPeripheralsAnswer.UserPer, PNUM_USER 
+ 0 ); 
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  FlagUserPer( _DpaMessage.EnumPeripheralsAnswer.UserPer, PNUM_USER 
+ 1 ); 
  _DpaMessage.EnumPeripheralsAnswer.HWPID = 0x000F; 
  _DpaMessage.EnumPeripheralsAnswer.HWPIDver = 0xabcd; 
 
  goto DpaHandleReturnTRUE; 
   }  
   else if ( IsDpaPeripheralInfoRequest() ) 
   { 
  if ( _PNUM == PNUM_USER + 0 || _PNUM == PNUM_USER + 1 ) 
  { 
    _DpaMessage.PeripheralInfoAnswer.PerT = PERIPHERAL_TYPE_ADC; 
    _DpaMessage.PeripheralInfoAnswer.PerTE 
 = PERIPHERAL_TYPE_EXTENDED_READ; 
    goto DpaHandleReturnTRUE; 
  } 
  break; 
   }  
   else 
   {   
  if ( _PNUM == PNUM_USER + 0 || _PNUM == PNUM_USER + 1 ) 
  {   
    if ( _PCMD != 0 ) 
   DpaApiReturnPeripheralError( ERROR_PCMD );  
    if ( _DpaDataLength != 0 ) 
   DpaApiReturnPeripheralError( ERROR_DATA_LEN ); 
 
    if ( _PNUM == PNUM_USER + 0 ) 
    {     
   ANSELA.5 = 1;   
   ADCON0 = 0b0.00100.01; 
    } 
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    else 
    {    
   ANSELA.0 = 1;   
   ADCON0 = 0b0.00000.01; 
    }   
    ADCON1 = 0b10010000; 
    GO = 1;  
    while ( GO ); 
    _DpaMessage.Response.PData[1] = ADRESH & 0x03; 
    _DpaMessage.Response.PData[0] = ADRESL; 
    _DpaDataLength = sizeof( uns16 ); 
    goto DpaHandleReturnTRUE; 
  } 
   } 
  } 
  return FALSE; 
} 
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Appendix B – Data Sheets 
Note that, all the data sheets attached in this thesis are available in www.iqrf.org/downloads. 
B.1 TR-72D
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B.2 CK-USB-04A 
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B.3 DK-EVAL-04 
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B.4 GW-GSM-02 
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